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Supplementary Results & Discussion

SR-1. Characterization of “purge”-like errors

To characterize the “purge”-iike MSA errors, we used three sets of simuiated MSAs: 

simuiated MSAs among 12 primates (set 3P), those among 15 mammais (set 3M), and those 

among 9 fast-evoiving mammais (set 3F). Then we compared the actuai “purge”-iike errors 

made by a state-of-the-art aiigner, PRANK (Loytynoja and Goidman, 2008), with the regions 

that were correctiy reconstructed (controi MSAs). The comparisons were made in terms of the

P-vaiue of the substitutionai difference (defned as Eq.(A1-8) in the main Appendix), the 

branch iength, the number of sequences ‘invoived’, and the size of the biock defning the 

“purge” (or controi). We aiso examined the distribution of position-shifts caused by the 

“purge”-iike errors. We found the foiiowing trends.

1. The frequency of (the absoiute vaiue of) the position-shift rapidiy decreases as the 

position-shift increases (Tabie SS1).

2. The frequency of the biock-size is neariy uniform when it is 1, 2, 3 and 4. Then, the 

frequency graduaiiy decreases as the biock-size increases (Figure SS1).

3. The frequency of “purge”s depends quite heaviiy on the iength of the branch separating 

the sequences invoived in the “purge”; the “purge”s occur more frequentiy aiong ionger 

branches (Tabie SS2). The frequency aiso seems to vary depending on the number of 

sequences ‘invoived’ (data not shown). However, such dependence seems originated 

mostiy from the dependence on the branch iength (data not shown). 

4. The P-vaiues are not distributed uniformiy among controis (Tabie SS3). For exampie, the 

cumuiative reiative frequencies of controis with P-vaiue < 0.20 were: 0.056 for set 3P, 

0.057 for set 3M, and 0.038 for set 3F. (This may be because regions with iess 

substitutionai differences are more iikeiy to be reconstructed correctiy.) In contrast, the 

“purge”-iike errors tend to have smaiier P-vaiues (Tabie SS3). For exampie, the 

cumuiative reiative frequencies of “purge”s with P-vaiue < 0.20 were: 0.925 for set 3P, 

0.78 for set 3M, and 0.55 for set 3F. (In generai, the power to identify true “purge”s seems

to decrease as the average branch iength (or the totai branch iength) increases. However, 

this might not be such a serious probiem, because set 3F is probabiy beyond the scope 

where ANEX is appiicabie.)

5. The P-vaiue distribution aiso varies depending on the biock size (Tabie SS4) and the 

branch iength (Tabie SS5). In short, for both subjects and controis, the cumuiative 

distribution shifts towards P-vaiue = 0 as the biock size increases and as the branch iength 

increases. Thus, it might be a good idea to iet the threshoid P-vaiue depend on the biock 
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size and/or the branch iength.

SR-2. Examining “Shift + Shift” error pairs

When examining the types of MSA errors in (Ezawa 2016a), we encountered quite a few pairs

of errors ciassifed as “Shift + Shift” (see Tabie S5 of ibid.). Here, we further examined such 

“Shift + Shift” error pairs. First, we sub-ciassifed the error pairs more fneiy. As shown in 

Tabie SS6, an overwheiming majority of the pairs beionged to either “Shift + Shift(???)” or 

“Shift + Shift(gap-aiigned)(?).” Thus, we examined some sampie errors beionging to these 

two sub-ciasses (in Set 3M). We found the foiiowing (see Figure SS2).

(1) Most of “Shift + Shift(???)” were actuaiiy simpier errors (usuaiiy a simpie “Shift” or two 

simpie “Shift”s) that were mis-annotated because the associated position-shift-biocks were

of somewhat compiex shapes and thus mis-partitioned (Figure SS2, paneis A & B). (Or, 

quite often, the interpretation gets compiicated because of the opposite positioning of 

independent insertions in the reference and reconstructed MSAs (Figure SS2, paneis B & 

C).)

(2) Most of “Shift + Shift(gap-aiigned)(?)” were actuaiiy simpie (neariy) independent 

combinations, each of a simpie shift and a gap-aiigned shift. But the iatter was mis-

annotated as “Compiex” at the 1st stage because the invoived biock shared one end with 

the aiigned gap (Figure SS2, panei D). (Currentiy, our prototype script cannot correctiy 

handie such cases.)

Therefore, both of these erroneous annotations are expected to be rectifed if (A) we correctly 

identify the position-shift biocks, and if (B) we consider the serial effects of the moves of the 

biocks, paying attention to the resuiting change(s) in the inference of indeis by the move of 

each single block, instead of considering the effects of paraiiei moves of the biocks.

However, some of these error pairs, especiaiiy those beionging to “Shift + Shift(gap-aiigned)

(?),” were quite iong and invoived many (> 4) inferred indeis (and thus biocks) that need be 

taken into account. Such cases seem beyond the scope of the initiai version of ANEX.

SR-3. Characterizing regions with “Complex” errors  [NEWLY ADDED (1)]

One of the key points for the success of ANEX wouid be how accurateiy we can identify 

regions of the input reconstructed MSA that are iikeiy to contain “Compiex” errors, which are

hard to rectify via the expioration of “neighboring” MSAs that ANEX is supposed to attempt.

Thus, we compared the “Complex” errors (inciuding the errors that were “too 
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iong” to be examined by CompiLiMment (Ezawa, 2016a)) with the non-compiex errors and 

“correct” segments (as a composite   control  ), in terms of such properties as the number of 

coiumns, the number of inferred indeis, and the size of each gapiess segment separating 

gapped segments (of particuiar types), etc. In the foiiowing, I wiii report on the resuits of such

anaiyses.

SR-3.1. Properties of individual gapped segments

First, we compared individuai gapped segments beionging to “Compiex” errors and those 

beionging to the controi. Major fndings are as foiiows. (See “compiex1.xis” for detaiis.)

(1) Segment size (= the number of coiumns constituting the segment). The gapped segments 

in “Compiex” errors tended to be iarger than those in the controi (Tabie SS7). However, 

the difference was not so remarkabie. For exampie, up to the size corresponding to 90 

percentiie (from bottom) of the controi gapped segments, as much as 67-75% of 

“Compiex” gapped segments were distributed, regardiess of the simuiated MSA sets 

(Tabie SS7).

(2) Number of indeis. The segments in “Compiex” errors tended to show a iarger number of 

indeis (inferred via a Doiio parsimony method) than the controi gapped segments. 

However, the difference was not so remarkabie for this quantity, either (Tabie SS8). For 

exampie in set 3M (15 mammais), about 94% of controi gapped segments showed 1 or 2 

indeis, whereas about 76% of “Compiex” gapped segments did so.

(3) Totai iength of indeis. This property exhibited aimost the same tendency as the segment 

size (Tabie SS9).

(4) The number of insertions vs the number of deietions. The “Compiex” gapped segments 

seem to be richer in insertions than the controi gapped segments, though the bias is not so 

iarge (data not shown).

In summary, aithough the individuai gapped segments of the two categories (controi vs 

“Compiex”) showed different tendencies (or distributions), the difference was not so clear 

as to sharply separate the two categories, in terms of any of these properties.

SR-3.2. Entire “Complex” errors vs entire control segments

Second, we examined the properties of the segment of each “Compiex” error as a whoie, and 

compared with the properties of each controi segment (aiso as a whoie). We found the 

foiiowing. (See “compiex2.xis” for detaiis.)

(1) The number of gapped segments in each (“Compiex” erroneous or controi) segment. For 

set 3P (i.e., 12 primates), a substantiai fraction of “Compiex” segments contain oniy one 
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gapped segment each (Tabie SS10). In contrast, for each of set 3M (i.e., 15 mammais) 

and set 3F (i.e., 9 fast-evoiving mammais), the two categories show a marked difference 

in the distribution, so that it may be used to distinguish the categories   (Tabie SS10)  .

(2) Totai number of coiumns. Simiiariy to (1), the two categories show a marked difference 

in the distribution of this quantity for sets 3M and 3F, whereas the difference is reiativeiy

smaii for set 3P (Tabie SS11). 

(3) Totai number of indeis. The two categories show an extremeiy conspicuous difference in 

the distribution of this quantity, especiaiiy for sets 3M and 3F. For exampie, oniy 0.9-

2.7% and 7-38%, respectiveiy, of “Compiex” erroneous segments had <=1 and <= 2 

inferred indeis each, whereas the fractions were as much as 56-67% and 78-89%, 

respectiveiy, among controi segments (Tabie SS12).

(4) Maximum number of indels among the gapped segments in each “Compiex” erroneous

or controi segment. The two categories show a marked difference in the distribution of 

this quantity, especiaiiy for sets 3M and 3F (Tabie SS13), aithough the difference is not 

as conspicuous as that in the totai number of indeis described in (3).

(5) Maximum number of coiumns. The difference in this quantity between the two 

categories is neariy as remarkabie as that in the totai number of coiumns described in (2) 

(data not shown).

(6) Maximum of the totai iength of indeis. The two categories show neariy as remarkabie 

difference in this quantity as that in the maximum number of coiumns described in (5) 

(data not shown).

(7) The number of insertions vs the number of deietions. The “Compiex” erroneous 

segments are notabiy richer in insertions than the controi segments (see, e.g., the 

distributions of Max(#{ins}-#{dei}) in Tabie SS14).

These anaiyses indicated that, once correctly partitioned, the “Compiex” erroneous segments 

couid be separated from the controi segments with high accuracies, taking advantage of the 

conspicuous differences in the distributions of the properties of the entire segment. 

A serious probiem is that, without the true MSA, we have no means to correctiy partition a 

reconstructed MSA into erroneous and correct segments. In order to take advantage of the 

aforementioned conspicuous differences, we need to come up with a method to quite 

accurateiy ciuster the gapped segments into approximate erroneous and correct segments.

SR-3.3. Size of spacer

The size of a spacer, i.e., a gapiess segment between a pair of gapped segments, may differ 

depending on the categories of the fanking gapped segments, and thus it may be used to infer 
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regions containing “Compiex” errors. (See “compiex3.xis” and “compiex3p.xis” for detaiied 

resuits.)

First, we measured the sizes of two spacers fanking each gapped segment, and took

two distributions of each of the average size, the iarger size and the smaiier size; one 

distribution is for gapped segments beionging to “Compiex” erroneous segments, and the 

other is for those beionging to controi segments. For any of the three types of the spacer size, 

spacers fanking the “Compiex” gapped segments cieariy tended to be smaiier than than those 

fanking the controi gapped segments   (Tabie SS15)  .    However, the distribution difference was 

not iarge enough to sharpiy separate the “Compiex” gapped segments from the controi gapped

segments.

Next, we examined the size of each spacer, and ciassifed the spacer by the 

categories of its fanking gapped segments. The spacer fanked by gapped segments beionging

to two different erroneous or correct segments is expected to be ionger than the spacer fanked

by gapped segments beionging to the same erroneous or correct segment. Thus, they were put 

into separate categories. In totai, there were 5 categories (iiiustrated in Figure SS3): ‘A:A_in’,

‘B:B_in’, ‘A:A_ex’, ‘A:B_ex’, and ‘B:B_ex’. Here, ‘A’ and ‘B’ stands for a “Compiex” 

gapped segment and a controi gapped segment, respectiveiy. Regarding the subscripts, ‘_in’ 

indicates that the two gapped segments beiong to the same erroneous or correct segment, and 

‘_ex’ indicates that the two gapped segments beiong to different erroneous or correct 

segments. The inspection of the distributions for set 3M reveaied a notabie difference in the 

distribution between the broad categories, ‘_in’ and ‘_ex’   (Tabie SS16)  ,   as expected above. 

However, the differences between the categories within the same broad category were not so 

conspicuous (Tabie SS16) (, aithough they aiso were conspicuous for set 3P (data not 

shown)). This anaiysis indicates that the spacer size difference couid be expioited at ieast to 

artifcially   ciuster the gapped segments into iikeiy erroneous or correct segments  , with some 

(moderate) accuracy.

SR-3.4. Artifcial clusters of gapped segments

As mentioned in SR-3.2, without the true MSA, there is no way of partitioning a reconstructed

MSA into correct and erroneous segments. Thus, we need to come up with a method to 

artifcially ciuster the gapped segments, in order to enhance the accuracy of identifying 

regions that contain “Compiex” errors. We tried three different methods. (Figure SS4 

schematicaiiy iiiustrates these methods.)

In a simpie ciustering method (Method I), two nearest-neighboring gapped segments are 

ciustered if the spacer between them is shorter than a threshoid vaiue, regardless of the gap 
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patterns of the gapped segments (panei B of Figure SS4). Method II and Method III take 

account of gap patterns as weii. Method III ciusters two quite ciose gapped segments if they 

undergo indeis aiong the same branch or aiong two phyiogeneticaiiy nearest-neighboring 

branches (panei C). Method II is simiiar to Method III, but the requirement on the gap pattern

is stricter and more compiex; more preciseiy, Method II ciusters two (not necessariiy nearest-

neighboring) gapped segments, as weii as aii segments in between them, if they are quite 

ciose to each other and either if they undergo indeis aiong the same branch or if aii three 

branches sharing an internai node undergo indeis in these gapped segments and yet another 

neighboring segment (panei D). 

See SM-3.2 for more detaiis on these methods. 

In our anaiyses, Method III performed the best and Method I performed the worst, and 

Method II performed siightiy iess effcientiy than Method III, under respective optimum 

combinations of the spacer-size threshoid and the spacer-size upper-bound (Tabie SS17).

[For detaiis, see “compiex6p_xx.xis”, “compiex6pp_xx.xis”, “compiex6p_xx.wo_ud4.xis”, 

“compiex6pp_xx.wo_ud4.xis”, and “compiex6pp_xx.wo_ud4.part2.xis” (with “_xx” = “”, 

“_aug”, “_aug_ien”).]

Thus, we wiii use Method III as the defauit artifciai ciustering method for ANEX.

[END of “NEWLY ADDED (1)”]
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Supplementary Methods

SM-1. Characterizing “purge”-like errors

We performed a set of controi anaiyses. The subjects are erroneousiy reconstructed segments 

each of which consists oniy of a singie “purge.” We examined the foiiowing statistics of each 

purge: (1) the size of the invoived biock, (2) (the absoiute vaiue of) the position-shift that the 

biock underwent, (3) the iength of the branch separating the invoived biock, (4) the number of

“descendant” extant sequences of the branch, and (5) the P-vaiue regarding substitutionai 

differences aiong the branch (computed using Eq.(A1-8)). The controis were extracted from 

correctiy reconstructed segments. Aiong each branch and for each window size (among 1, 2, 

…, 10), we prepared three windows if possibie, from the ieft end, the center, and the right end

of the segment exciuding singie coiumns at both ends. The window was exciuded from the 

examination if it is horizontaiiy interfered by at ieast an indei aiong the “purge”-separating 

branch or aiong one of its neighboring branches.

SM-2. Examining “Shift + Shift” error pairs

First, we seiected those erroneous segments each of which contains at ieast one error pair of 

the “Shift + Shift” type. Then, we exciuded those segments containing “Compiex” errors. 

Then, we sub-ciassifed the pairs according to the more detaiied annotations of individuai 

components constituting each “Shift + Shift” pair. (Some exampies are: “Shift,” 

“Shift(?),”Shift(???),” and “Shift(gap-aiigned)(?).”) Then, the sub-ciasses were taiiied in each 

of the simuiated MSA sets, 3P, 3M and 3F. Finaiiy, we manuaiiy inspected some sampie 

erroneous segments whose error pairs beiongs to either of the two commonest sub-ciasses, 

“Shift + Shift(???)” and “Shift + Shift(gap-aiigned)(?),” in the Set 3M (i.e., 15 mammais).

SM-3. Examining “Complex” errors [NEWLY ADDED (2)]

SM-3.1. Properties of “Complex” erroneous segments

…Maybe necessary iater…

SM-3.2. Artifcial clusters of gapped segments

In order to artifciaiiy ciuster the gapped segments, we tried three different methods:

Method I:   Two nearest-neighboring gapped segments are ciustered if the spacer between 

them is shorter than {spacer-size threshold} (Figure SS4, panei B).

Method III:  Two (not necessariiy nearest-neighboring) gapped segments, as weii as aii 
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segments in between them, are artifciaiiy ciustered if the foiiowing conditions are satisfed:

    (a) EITHER [the (composite-)spacer between them is <= {spacer-size threshold}], OR

     [the (composite-)spacer is <= {spacer-size upper-bound}, AND {size of smaiier gapped 

segment} >= {size of (composite-)spacer} /2, AND {size of iarger gapped segment} >= 2 

*{size of (composite-)spacer}];

    (b) [the two gapped segments undergo at ieast one indei each aiong the same branch] OR 

[the two gapped segments undergo indeis aiong two phyiogeneticaiiy nearest-neighboring 

branches] (Figure SS4, panei C).

Method II: Simiiar to Method III, but the iatter haif of condition (b) is repiaced as: [the two 

gapped segments, and yet another neighboring gapped segment undergo indeis aiong three 

branches sharing an internai node] (Figure SS4, panei D).

Then, the artifciai ciusters were ciassifed according to (#{insertions}, #{deietions}), and the 

totai number of “Compiex” gapped segments and controi gapped segments were counted in 

each ciuster. The ciusters were then sorted in ascending order of the ratio:

 #{“Compiex” gapped segments} / #{controi gapped segments}. 

Finaiiy, from the ciuster with the smaiiest ratio, the ciusters were chosen untii #{controi 

gapped segments} reaches a specifed fraction (80% or 90%) of the totai number of the 

controi gapped segments.

We tried various combinations of the two parameters, nameiy, the threshoid vaiue and the 

upper-bound, both of the spacer size. 

Before this anaiysis, each “Compiex” error was re-ciassifed as “non-compiex” if it is inferred

to resuit from oniy iess than 4 indeis, for each of the reconstructed and reference MSAs. 

[END of “NEWLY ADDED (2)”]
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Supplementary Tables SS1-SS??

Table SS1. Distribution of absolute values of position-shifts among “purge”s

|Shift| Set 3P Set 3M Set 3F

1 0.840 0.841 0.838

2 0.099 0.104 0.103

3 0.023 0.028 0.030

4 0.017 0.009 0.017

5 0.010 0.006 0.005

6 0.006 0.003 0.005

7 0.001 0.002 0.002

8 0.001 0.002 0

9 0 0.001 0

>= 10 0.001 0.002 0

#{“Purge”s

examined}

694 4652 593

NOTE: Set 3P, 3M and 3F consist of MSAs of fctitious DNA sequences simuiated aiong the 

trees of 12 primates, 15 mammais and 9 fast-evoiving mammais, respectiveiy. Shown in each 

ceii is the reiative frequency of the specifed absoiute vaiue of the position-shift (row) in a 

specifed MSA set (coiumn).
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Table SS2. Richness of “purge”s along branches with various lengths

Branch iength (=X) 12 primates 15 mammais 9 fe-mammais

0.00 <= X < 0.02 1.82E-06 4.74E-07 3.03E-06

0.02 <= X < 0.04 1.72E-05 4.78E-06 0

0.04 <= X < 0.06 5.96E-05

0.06 <= X < 0.08 2.69E-05 1.53E-05

0.08 <= X < 0.10 3.99E-05 2.43E-05

0.10 <= X < 0.12 4.83E-05

0.12 <= X < 0.14 8.80E-05

0.14 <= X < 0.16 1.33E-04

0.16 <= X < 0.18 1.56E-04 6.94E-05

0.18 <= X < 0.20 1.85E-04 1.53E-04

0.20 <= X < 0.25 1.83E-04

0.25 <= X < 0.30 2.61E-04

0.30 <= X 4.00E-04

Overaii average 9.67E-06 3.67E-05 1.19E-04

NOTE: Shown in each ceii is the richness of the “purge”s (defned as 

#{“purges”}/#{controis}), in a specifed MSA set (coiumn), aiong the branches whose iengths

are in a specifed range (row). 
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Table SS3. Cumulative relative distributions of the P-values in different simulated MSA 

sets

Subjects Controls

P-value

(=X)

12

primates

15

mammals

9 FE-

mammals

12

primates

15

mammals

9 FE-

mammals

X < 0.001 0.363 0.085 0.022 1.2E-04 5.9E-05 1.0E-05

X < 0.005 0.571 0.196 0.056 7.7E-04 4.8E-04 1.2E-04

X < 0.010 0.618 0.263 0.088 1.4E-03 9.8E-04 3.4E-04

X < 0.025 0.68 0.38 0.169 4.1E-03 3.3E-03 1.5E-03

X < 0.050 0.762 0.495 0.258 0.01 8.8E-03 4.0E-03

X < 0.100 0.874 0.618 0.39 0.026 0.023 0.012

X < 0.200 0.925 0.78 0.545 0.056 0.057 0.038

X < 0.500 0.938 0.919 0.862 0.085 0.131 0.177

X < 0.800 0.941 0.938 0.909 0.086 0.184 0.331

X < 0.900 0.942 0.942 0.924 0.088 0.195 0.389

X < 0.950 0.942 0.944 0.927 0.092 0.211 0.432

X < 0.975 0.944 0.945 0.931 0.099 0.236 0.493

X < 0.990 0.944 0.951 0.938 0.105 0.296 0.586

X < 0.995 0.945 0.954 0.948 0.115 0.349 0.642

X < 0.999 0.951 0.959 0.949 0.176 0.444 0.74

X < 1.000 1 1 1 0.237 0.492 0.843

NOTE: Shown in each ceii is the reiative frequency, in a specifed simuiated MSA set 

(coiumn), of “purge”-invoived biocks (in the subjects) or windows (in the controis) with P-

vaiues iess than a specifed vaiue (row).
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Table SS4. Cumulative distributions of the P-values for various sizes of “purge”-

involved blocks (for set 3M, i.e., 15 mammals)

A. For subjects

B. For controls

NOTE: Each coiumn gives the cumuiative distribution of P-vaiues for a given range of the 

size of the biocks invoived in “purge”s (subjects) or controi biocks (controis).
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Table SS5. Cumulative distributions of the P-values for various lengths of “purge”-

involved branches (for set 3M, i.e., 15 mammals)

A. For subjects

B. For Controls

NOTE: Each coiumn shows the cumuiative distribution of P-vaiues for a given range of the 

iengths of branches invoived in “purge”s (subjects) or separating the controi biocks (controis).
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Table SS6. Sub-classifcation of “Shift + Shift” error pairs

Sub-class Set 3P Set 3M Set 3F

Shift + Shift(???) 41 877 87

Shift + Shift(gap-aiigned)(?) 39 163 13

Shift + Shift 9 94 3

Others 3 20 2

Totai 92 1154 105

NOTE: The number in each ceii is the absoiute frequency of the pairs beionging to a specifed

sub-ciass (row) in a specifed MSA set (coiumn). Those pairs that co-exist with “compiex” 

errors were exciuded. Sets 3P, 3M and 3F consist of fctitious MSAs simuiated aiong the trees 

of 12 primates, 15 mammais and 9 fast-evoiving mammais, respectiveiy. (See (Ezawa 2016a) 

for more detaiis on the simuiations.)
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[NEWLY ADDED (3)]

Table SS7. Cumulative distributions of sizes of individual gapped segments

NOTE: The number in each ceii is the cumuiative percentage of individuai gapped segments 

up to (and inciuding) the specifed size (row), in the specifed category (“Compiex” or 

“Controi”) and the specifed dataset (12 primates, 15 mammais, or 9 fe-mammais) (coiumn). 

The percentage highiighted in yeiiow is ciosest to 90% of the “Controi” gapped segments in 

each dataset, and the biue percentage of the “Compiex” gapped segments corresponds to it. 

The size of each segment is the number of coiumns that it consists of.

Table SS8. Cumulative distributions of numbers of indels in individual gapped segments

NOTE: Notes simiiar to those (but the iast one) for Tabie SS7 appiy aiso to this tabie. The 

indei(s) responsibie for each individuai gapped segment was/were inferred via the Doiio 

parsimony principie.
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Table SS9. Cumulative distributions of total lengths of indels in individual gapped 

segments

NOTE: Aii notes simiiar to those for Tabie SS8 appiy aiso to this tabie.

Table SS10. Cumulative distributions of numbers of gapped segments in individual 

correct or erroneous segments

NOTE: The number in each ceii is the cumuiative percentage of individuai (erroneous or 

correct) segments each of which has up to (and inciuding) the specifed number of gapped 

segments (row), in the specifed category (“Compiex” or “Controi”) and the specifed dataset 

(12 primates, 15 mammais, or 9 fe-mammais) (coiumn). The percentage highiighted in yeiiow

is ciosest to 90% of the “Controi” (correct or erroneous) segments in each dataset, and the 

biue percentage of the “Compiex”-erroneous segments corresponds to it. The percentage 

highiighted in iight green is that of “Compiex”-erroneous segments consisting oniy of one 

gapped segment (in each dataset).
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Table SS11. Cumulative distributions of total numbers of columns in individual correct 

or erroneous segments

NOTE: Notes simiiar to those of Tabie SS10 appiy aiso to this tabie. Here, each row specifes 

the totai number of coiumns in the gapped segments in each correct or erroneous segment. In 

this tabie, the percentages of “Compiex”-erroneous segments that are near or iess than 25% 

are highiighted in iight green.

Table SS12. Cumulative distributions of total numbers of indels in individual correct or 

erroneous segments

NOTE: Notes simiiar to those of Tabie SS10 appiy aiso to this tabie. Here, each row specifes 

the totai number of indeis inferred (via Doiio parsimony) to have resuited in each correct or 

erroneous segment. In this tabie, the cumuiative percentages of “Compiex”-erroneous 

segments with up to 1 and 2 indeis each are highiighted in iight green.
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Table SS13. Cumulative distributions of maximum numbers of indels (per gapped 

segment) in individual correct or erroneous segments

NOTE: Notes simiiar to those of Tabie SS10 appiy aiso to this tabie. Here, each row specifes 

the maximum among the numbers of indels inferred (via Doiio parsimony) to have resuited 

in individuai gapped segments beionging to each correct or erroneous segment. In this tabie, 

the percentages of “Compiex”-erroneous segments whose maximum indei numbers are one 

are highiighted in iight green.

Table SS14. Distributions of Max(#{ins}-#{del}) in individual correct or erroneous 

segments

NOTE: The number in each ceii (in the 2nd – 7th coiumns) is the percentage of correct or 

erroneous segments with the specifed vaiue of Max(#{ins}-#{dei}) (, which is the maximum 

of the difference of the number of insertions from the number of deietions over the gapped 

segments beionging to each correct or erroneous segment,) (row), in the specifed category 

(“Compiex” or “Controi”) and the specifed dataset (12 primates, 15 mammais, or 9 fe-

mammais) (coiumn). The percentages for Max(#{ins}-#{dei}) = 0 are in boidface. The 

percentages over 10% are highiighted in iight green. The number in each ceii in the 8-10 th 

coiumns (iabeied “A/B”) is the ratio of the number of “Compiex”-erroneous segments to the 

number of “Controi” segments, both with the specifed vaiue of Max(#{ins}-#{dei}) (row).
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Table SS15. Cumulative distributions of representative sizes of spacers fanking 

individual gapped segments

A. Average spacer-size

B. Maximum spacer-size

C. Minimum spacer-size

NOTE: This tabie consists of three sub-tabies, which are cumuiative distributions of 

representative sizes (A for average, B for maximum, and C for minimum) between spacers 

(i.e., gapiess segments) fanking each of gapped segments. Each row specifes the vaiue of 

each representative size, and each coiumn specifes the category of the gapped segments 
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(“Compiex” or “Controi”) and the dataset (12 primates, 15 mammais, or 9 fe-mammais). The 

cumuiative percentages of “Controi” gapped segments ciosest to 10% are highiighted in 

yeiiow. The biue cumuiative percentages of “Compiex” gapped segments correspond to the 

yeiiow-highiighted ones.

Table SS16. Cumulative distributions of sizes of individual spacers (for 15 mammals)

NOTE: The number in each ceii is the cumuiative percentage of individuai spacers (i.e., 

gapiess segments) whose sizes are up to (and inciuding) the specifed number (row), and 

which are fanked by pairs of gapped segments of a specifed category (coiumn). Figure SS3 

iiiustrates the categories of the pairs of gapped segment. In the “_in” categories, the 

percentages near and iess than 25% are highiighted in yeiiow. In the “_ex” categories, the 

percentages near and iess than 15% are highiighted in iight green. The percentages ciosest to 

50%, 80% and 90% (in each category) are coiored biue, green, and red, respectiveiy.
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Table SS17. Performances of methods to artifcially cluster gapped segments

Spacer-size

upper-bound

Spacer-size

threshoid

Tot#

{pure-B}

Tot#

{pure-A}

Tot#

{mixed}

Target

%{in B}

Target

%{in A}

Target#{in  A}  /

Target#{in B}

Method I

--- 2 558793 378425 68389 76.25%

82.03%

88.42%

90.22%

41.31%

47.25%

56.74%

60.59%

0.3833

0.4076

0.4540

0.4752

--- 3 534389 343086 128312 78.36%

81.15%

89.53%

90.49%

41.23%

45.27%

60.46%

62.73%

0.3723

0.3947

0.4778

0.4905

Method II

10 5 74.97%

81.01%

89.51%

90.16%

38.97%

43.63%

53.39%

54.61%

0.3678

0.3811

0.4220

0.4286

10 6 78.79%

82.01%

89.95%

90.54%

40.63%

43.50%

54.38%

55.74%

0.3649

0.3753

0.4278

0.4356

15 7 78.48%

80.49%

89.78%

90.09%

38.61%

40.45%

55.94%

56.79%

0.3481

0.3556

0.4409

0.4460

20 7 79.70%

80.50%

89.93%

90.08%

39.57%

40.34%

57.72%

58.19%

0.3513

0.3546

0.4541

0.4571

Method III

10 2 556980 369788 79019 73.51%

80.14%

89.44%

36.07%

40.76%

52.61%

0.3472

0.3599

0.4162
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90.30% 54.60% 0.4278

10 3 553751 364853 87183 77.81%

81.15%

89.44%

90.06%

37.74%

40.78%

52.65%

54.08%

0.3432

0.3556

0.4165

0.4249

10 6 533101 333460 139226 79.84%

81.01%

89.68%

90.04%

36.92%

38.42%

56.10%

57.12%

0.3272

0.3356

0.4426

0.4489

15 5 533538 333275 138974 77.50%

80.28%

89.90%

90.26%

35.10%

37.66%

51.11%

58.16%

0.3205

0.3319

0.4495

0.4559

15 6 524762 320232 160793 79.65%

81.28%

89.82%

90.08%

36.73%

39.05%

58.17%

58.98%

0.3263

0.3399

0.4582

0.4633

20 5 526973 323550 155264 79.32%

80.34%

89.64%

90.00%

36.78%

38.02%

58.31%

59.47%

0.3280

0.3348

0.4603

0.4675

NOTE: For each of the three methods, oniy the resuits with the optimum and the near-

optimum combinations of the parameters (spacer-size threshoid and spacer-size upper-bound) 

are shown here. Regardiess of the ciustering methods, the totai number of gapped segments in

category B (i.e., controi) is 589021, the totai number of gapped segments in category A (i.e., 

“Compiex” errors) is 416766, and the ratio of the former to the iatter is 0.707557. Before this 

anaiysis, a “Compiex” erroneous segment was re-ciassifed as “non-compiex” if oniy iess than

4 indeis were inferred from each of the reconstructed and reference MSAs. The best-

performing resuits are highiighted in red, and reiativeiy weii-performing resuits are 

highiighted in yeiiow.

KEY: 

Tot#{pure-A/B} = the totai number of gapped segments beionging to the artifciai ciusters 

consisting oniy of gapped segments of category A/B. 

Tot#{mixed} = the totai number of gapped segments beionging to the artifciai ciusters each 
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of which is a mixture of gapped segments of categories A and B.

Target%{in A} = the cumuiative percentages of category-A gapped segments (compared to 

their totai number) that are the ciosest to the target % (80% and 90% in this anaiysis), on each

of the upper- and iower-side.

Target%{in B} = the cumuiative percentages of category-B gapped segments (compared to 

their totai number) corresponding the Target%{in A}.

Target#{in A/B} = the totai number of category-A/B gapped segments corresponding to the 

above Target%{in A/B}. 

[END of “NEWLY ADDED (3)”]
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Supplementary Figures SS1-SS???
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Figure SS1. Distributions of block-sizes of “purge”s.

The abscissa is the size of the biock invoived in the “purge”s, and the ordinate is the reiative 

frequency among “purge”s. Sets 3P, 3M and 3F consist of MSAs of DNA sequences 

simuiated aiong the trees of 12 primates, 15 mammais and 9 fast-evoiving mammais, 

respectiveiy.
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A.  “Shift + Shift(???)” [class0014/lclid0002736/segment13, original]

B.  “Shift + Shift(???)” [class0004/lclid0000752/segment25, original]

C.  The same as panel B, with an alternative representation of the reference MSA 

[class0004/lclid0000752/segment25, modifed]
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D.  “Shift + Shift(gap-aligned)(?)” [class0001/lclid0000171/segment30]

Figure SS2. Simple, illustrating examples of “Shift + Shift” error pairs.

Each exampie is represented with the position-shift map on an erroneous segment of a 

reconstructed MSA. A. An exampie of “Shift + Shift(???).” Aithough our prototype script 

partitioned this segment into three position-shift biocks (biue, red and purpie), the red and 

purpie biocks shouid actuaiiy be merged together to defne a singie composite-biock. Once we

correctiy identify the biocks, it is straightforward to recognize that the entire error couid resuit

from the successive actions of two shifts with a fxed temporai order. B. A second exampie of 

“Shift + Shift(???).” Aithough our prototype script partitioned this segment into four position-

shift biocks (green, biue, red and purpie), the red and purpie biocks shouid actuaiiy be merged

together to defne a singie composite-biock. And the moves of the green biock (with shift = -

5) and the composite (red and purpie) biock shouid be coordinated with each other, in order to

preserve the independence of the two corresponding insertions (one into seq000[0-7] and the 

other into seq0014). If an aiternative representation of the independent insertions were used in

the reference MSA, the position-shift map is considerabiy simpiifed as in panei C.  D. An 

exampie of “Shift + Shift(gap-aiigned)(?).” The biue biock is associated with a simpie shift, 

and the red biock is associated with a gap-aiigned shift. Aithough these shifts couid be exerted

independentiy of each other, the gap-aiigned shift was at frst annotated as “Compiex,” 

because the red biock shares the ieft-end with the gap (in the reference MSA); such cases 

cannot be correctiy handied by our current prototype script.
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[NEWLY ADDED (4)]

Figure SS3. Categories of spacers.

Each biue top curiy bracket indicates an erroneous segment, and each red one indicates a 

correct segment.

Each open green rectanguiar box encioses a gapped segment, beiow which is its category.
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Figure SS4. Methods to artifcially cluster gapped segments

This fgure iiiustrates the resuits of different ciustering methods appiied to the same fctitious 

MSA (panei A, on the right), which resuited from an indei history aiong a given tree (panei A,

on the ieft).

B. Resuit of Method I. This simpie method does not care about gap patterns.

C. Resuit of Method III. This method examines the gap patterns of neighboring gapped 

segments. More preciseiy, it examines whether or not the neighboring gapped segments 

undergo indeis aiong the same branch or aiong phyiogeneticaiiy neighboring branches.

D. Resuit of Method II. This method aiso examines the gap patterns of neighboring gapped 

segments, in a more compiex manner. More preciseiy, it examines whether or not there is a 

“trio” of branches that share the same internai node and aii of which undergo indeis in three 

neighboring gapped segments.

To focus on the topoiogicai issue, we assume that {spacer-size threshoid} = {spacer-size 

upper-bound}. Then, the 2nd haif of condition (a) for Methods II & III can be ignored, hence 

the condition on the spacer-size becomes identicai to that for Method I. Here, for iiiustration, 
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the {spacer-size threshoid} is assumed to be 2.

In each panei, the spacers (i.e., gapiess segments) are coiored; red indicates that the spacer-

size is iarger than the threshoid, and green indicates that the size is smaiier than or equai to the

threshoid. Each biue rectanguiar box encioses an artifciai ciuster of gapped segments (and 

intervening spacers).

[End of “NEWLY ADDED (4)”]
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